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 #3  Rainforest World Music Festival, Malaysia (annually in June)

The traditional meets the modern at this event in one of the world’s most 
ancient rainforests. It’s a unique mixture of music, culture and food that you 
will never experience again. Let’s rock the rainforest!

 #4  Underwater Music Festival, USA (annually on the Saturday after 4th July)

A wet and wild experience! Hundreds of divers, snorkellers and musicians 
rock out to the sound of special underwater instruments on one of the world’s 
largest coral reefs in Florida – crazy costumes included!

 #5  AgitÁgueda Art Festival, Portugal (annually in July)

This has to be the most colourful summer festival! Visitors can look forward 
to concerts, human body-painting artworks and various street-art projects 
at this spectacular art festival. It is well-known for all the brightly coloured 
umbrellas that festoon the city’s main streets.

 #6  Isle of MTV, Malta (annually in July)

Party people without borders. Enjoy the music, have fun and dance without 
any entry fees or age limits. On the sunny Mediterranean island, people of all 
ages enjoy summer hits from renowned artists.

 # 7  Burning Man Festival, USA (annually in September)

In this peaceful yet fantastical parallel universe, rule breakers, attention 
seekers and music lovers can enjoy art installations, theme camps and live 
music sets. Of course, the highlight of the event is the burning of the giant 
wooden statue known as the Man.

  ## 11    Lighthouse Festival, Croatia Lighthouse Festival, Croatia (annually in May/June) (annually in May/June)

A music event with a holiday vibe! When a beautiful beach is pulsing to the A music event with a holiday vibe! When a beautiful beach is pulsing to the 
sound of the latest electronic beats, it’s easy to dance til the sun goes down. sound of the latest electronic beats, it’s easy to dance til the sun goes down. 
The Lighthouse Festival is the perfect combination of a holiday and a rave.The Lighthouse Festival is the perfect combination of a holiday and a rave.

  ##22    Meadows in the Mountains, Bulgaria Meadows in the Mountains, Bulgaria (annually in June)(annually in June)

This one’s a real insider tip . . . Enjoy the breathtaking views and feel at one This one’s a real insider tip . . . Enjoy the breathtaking views and feel at one 
with nature as you dance to the sounds of relatively unknown artists in the with nature as you dance to the sounds of relatively unknown artists in the 
middle of the forest at the top of the Bulgarian mountains.middle of the forest at the top of the Bulgarian mountains.

Rich basses and hot beats are what you need  
to turn the warm months of the year into the  
perfect summer! And there’s nothing like dancing 
the balmy nights away at one of the numerous 
music events that take place all over the world.

The soundtrack  
of the summer
The 7 most remarkable festivals in the world

Find the perfect sound systems and Bluetooth® speakers 
for summer festival vibes at home at worldshop.eu
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